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TOPICS: Requesting or agreeing in criminal cases to a waiver of ineffective assistance of counsel claims and prosecutorial misconduct claims.

DIGEST: It is unethical and inappropriate for defense attorneys and prosecutors to request a criminal defendant to waive or release claims (a) that the defense lawyer’s assistance was ineffective; or (b) that the prosecutor committed misconduct in the case in which a plea is to be entered.

DATE OF REQUEST: March 15, 2017

REFERENCES: Rules 1.7(a)(2), 1.8(h)(1), 3.8(a) and (b), and 8.4(a) and (d), Kansas Rules of Professional Conduct, Rule 226, Rules of the Kansas Supreme Court (hereinafter “KRPC”).

QUESTION: Is it appropriate for a defense attorney or a prosecutor to request a criminal defendant, in negotiating a plea agreement, to waive claims that the defendant received ineffective representation or that the prosecutor has committed prosecutorial misconduct?

ANALYSIS: Courts today find themselves overloaded, under-funded, and burdened with ever-increasing numbers of criminal cases, clogging the justice system with delays. Thus, the criminal justice system has devolved from one of trials and verdicts to one of pleas and agreements. As a result, a reasonable and effective plea agreement is often the main product of a defense counsel’s work, and the main goal of a prosecuting attorney.

Of course, by agreeing to a plea, the criminal defendant must waive his right to a trial. But, a person charged with a crime who has a constitutional right to counsel, has a right to effective representation by that counsel, even at and before the plea bargaining stage of the proceeding. If one enters a plea agreement to resolve the charge, must he also forego his right to claim that the counsel who talked him into the deal missed some point, or that the prosecutor, in forcing the plea, failed to disclose important evidence?

It should be apparent that criminal defendants need effective counsel to guide them through the plea negotiation process and thus, if that counsel is ineffective, should not resulting pleas be subject to attack on that basis?

Effective representation before and during the plea hearing is an indispensable means of ensuring that the waiver of every procedural and substantive constitutional right eliminated by that plea was voluntary and intelligent. Effective assistance waivers and other broad waivers of the right to collaterally attack one’s conviction are different in kind than the waiver of the pre-trial and trial rights, themselves. Waivers of pre-trial and trial rights, such as the right to file a suppression motion based on a coerced confession, or the right to have a jury determine factual guilt beyond a reasonable doubt, are acceptable in part...
because an effective attorney has evaluated a defendant's chances of winning and properly advised the defendant to waive these rights and plead guilty.

If, on the other hand, an attorney provides poor advice, and relying on that, a defendant waives effective assistance, then the defendant will be virtually barred from raising Sixth Amendment effective representation challenges. The defendant is left without a forum for judicial review of the potentially serious constitutional violations, matters that will never be considered because of the attorney's incompetence. Instead, a defendant must retain her right to argue ineffective counsel at the plea stage, a claim that can only be raised by collateral attack, in case the decision to plead guilty (or to reject the plea) turns out to be unjust. Competent counsel would have countermanded that decision, but a waiver of effective assistance and collateral attack ensures the defendant is precluded from raising the issue.4

Many form plea agreements carve out an exception for ineffective assistance of counsel claims post-conviction.5 The requester states, however, that "standard plea agreements in federal criminal cases in Kansas ... frequently include" broad waivers of any right to attack the resulting conviction collaterally, including claims of the ineffective assistance of counsel.6 And such broad and general waivers have been held to include a waiver of the right to claim that counsel's advice, even in connection with the plea, was ineffective.7

Of course, building into a plea agreement a binding waiver of a claim of ineffective assistance of counsel or of prosecutorial misconduct helps to assure closure, and avoids the necessity of reopening the case, arguing in court and defending the defense counsel's or the prosecutor's conduct. And closure, after all, is one of the principal goals of the plea agreement.

On the other hand, a criminal defendant is particularly vulnerable, and — seeing the prospect of a reduced charge or sentence — might well agree to any other term without being independently advised of its effect.

So, given the prevalence of the practice, is it ethical for a defense attorney to request and then induce his client to sign a release of any claim that the defense lawyer's work has been ineffective, and is it ethical for a prosecutor to request and then induce a criminal defendant to waive and release any potential claim for prosecutorial misconduct?

A policy of the American Bar Association opposes the inclusion of such waivers of claims of ineffective counsel into plea agreements.8 As noted below, many other state bar associations have held the practice to be unethical.

Rule 1.7(a), KRPC provides in pertinent part as follows:

(a) Except as provided in paragraph (b), a lawyer shall not represent a client if the representation involves a concurrent conflict of interest. A concurrent conflict of interest exists if:
(2) there is a substantial risk that the representation of one or more clients will be materially limited by the lawyer's responsibilities to another client, a former client or a third person or by a personal interest of the lawyer.

Because of the lawyer's own interest in protecting himself against claims that his work has been ineffective, a lawyer has a non-waivable conflict of interest under Rule 1.7(a) in advising his criminal defense client to waive the right, in a plea agreement, later to claim that the lawyer's representation has been ineffective.9

Rule 1.8(h)(1), KRPC provides as follows:

(h) A lawyer shall not:

(1) make an agreement prospectively limiting the lawyer's liability to a client for malpractice unless the client is independently represented in making the agreement;

Of course, waiver of the right to claim ineffective counsel does just that: it limits the lawyer's liability to a client for malpractice. Thus, it is inappropriate and unethical for a lawyer to request a client to release the lawyer from a claim of malpractice or unethical behavior, absent express advice that the client consult with independent counsel, because the lawyer has a conflict of interest.10

Rule 3.8(a) and (b) provide:

The prosecutor in a criminal case shall:

(a) refrain from prosecuting a charge that the prosecutor knows is not supported by probable cause;

(b) make reasonable efforts to assure that the accused has been advised of the right to, and the procedure for obtaining, counsel and has been given reasonable opportunity to obtain counsel; . . .

The Comments to this Rule include the following:

A prosecutor has the responsibility of a minister of justice and not simply that of an advocate. This responsibility carries with it specific obligations to see that the defendant is accorded procedural justice and that guilt is decided upon the basis of sufficient evidence.

Given the prosecutor's special role, care should be taken to insure that appropriate and ethical conduct is accorded to the criminal defendant.11

Rule 8.4(a), KRPC states that it is professional misconduct for a lawyer to:
violate or attempt to violate the Rules of Professional Conduct, knowingly assist or induce another to do so, or do so through the acts of another.

Thus, it would be inappropriate for a lawyer to invite or induce another lawyer to act in a manner inconsistent with that other lawyer's ethical duties. In the present context, therefore, it would be improper for a prosecutor to request or demand that a criminal defense lawyer talk his client into accepting a plea agreement which includes the waiver of the right to claim ineffective representation or prosecutorial misconduct, as they both would then be guilty of misconduct.

Rule 8.4(d), KRPC states:

It is professional misconduct for a lawyer to:

(d) engage in conduct that is prejudicial to the administration of justice; . . .

Thus, it is a violation of Rule 8.4(d) for an attorney to request, or for a prosecutor to demand, that a criminal defendant release his right to claim ineffective advice of counsel or prosecutorial misconduct as part of a plea agreement.

Nearly all of the other state bar associations which have been asked to opine on this issue agree with the conclusions stated herein. These include the following:

Alabama: The Alabama Bar prohibits a prosecutor from seeking a waiver of effective assistance because it would, by extension, require the defense attorney to violate rules of professional conduct.

Missouri: A Missouri Bar Opinion prohibits a defense attorney from asking for a waiver, and prohibits the prosecutor from insisting on it.

Ohio: The Ohio Board of Commissioners on Grievances and Discipline has stated it is unethical “for a prosecutor to negotiate and a criminal defense attorney to advise a defendant to enter a plea agreement that waives the defendant’s appellate or post-conviction claims of ineffective assistance of trial counsel or prosecutorial misconduct.”

Tennessee: Tennessee Bar Board of Professional Responsibility Formal Opinion 94-A-549 proscribes defense counsel and prosecutors from including waivers of ineffective assistance of counsel or prosecutorial misconduct in a plea agreement.

Nevada: (Same).

North Carolina: (Same).

Ohio: (Same).

Vermont: The Vermont Bar has opined that a defendant’s waiver of his right to attack effective assistance and to attack the prosecutor’s conduct in pre-plea and pre-trial proceedings would cause both the defense attorney and the prosecutor to violate the code of ethics forbidding an attorney from limiting his liability for malpractice.
Virginia: Virginia Legal Ethics Opinion 1857 concludes that a criminal defense attorney may not ethically advise a client to accept a plea agreement that includes a waiver of effective assistance of counsel claims.22

Florida: Florida's Bar has opined that both criminal defense and prosecuting attorneys have an "unwaivable conflict of interest when advising a client about accepting a plea offer in which the client is required to expressly waive ineffective assistance of counsel and prosecutorial misconduct."23

Kentucky: The Kentucky Bar opinion committee has issued an Advisory Ethics Opinion holding that a criminal defense attorney has a personal conflict of interest when he advises a client to accept a plea bargain containing a provision barring the client from pursuing a claim of ineffectiveness against the defense attorney, and that it is unethical for the prosecutor to request such a provision.24

Mississippi: The Mississippi Bar has held that it is inappropriate for a defense attorney to request or advise a client to waive or release potential claims against the lawyer, and it is unethical for the prosecutor to ask.25

South Carolina: This State's Bar Association holds that it is never permissible for a prosecutor to condition dismissal of a criminal charge on the defendant's release of claims against the government arising from the arrest.26

New Jersey: (Same).27

Nebraska: A Nebraska Opinion states it is unethical for a defense attorney to advise a client, and it is unethical for a prosecutor to request or demand, a release of a claim of ineffective assistance of counsel.28

Pennsylvania: (Same).29

Utah: (Same).30

Now, two state bar opinions have been located which differ somewhat from the conclusion reached here, but this Committee finds them to be aberrant and distinguishable.

Arizona's Opinion, referring to Rule 1.8, holds that the lawyer is not precluded from asking for a release of ineffective assistance claims, since Rule 1.8 only refers to a waiver of claims "for malpractice." Further the Opinion makes no mention of Rule 1.7(a).31 Also, see the strong dissent in that Opinion, which, quoting from a prior Arizona Opinion, argued that Rule 1.8 prohibits an agreement between lawyer and client that client would not file a bar complaint, stating "agreements such as the one the inquiring attorney proposes involve the very same evils that [Rule] 1.8(h) is designed to prevent; the strong potential of coercion and over-reaching on the attorney's part, and the potential conflict between the lawyer's interests and those of his client."32
And the Texas Bar has stated that a prosecutor is not prohibited from obtaining a waiver of post-conviction rights in a plea agreement, so long as the defendant is represented, and thereby receives independent advice. It should be noticed that, although the United States Department of Justice apparently finds no conflict with the Rules of Professional Conduct in the described practice, it nonetheless has adopted a policy against the practice. The 2014 policy states:

While the Department is confident that a waiver of a claim of ineffective assistance of counsel is both legal and ethical, in order to bring consistency to this practice, and in support of the underlying Sixth Amendment right, we now set forth uniform Department of Justice policies relating to waivers of claims of ineffective assistance of counsel.

Federal prosecutors should no longer seek in plea agreements to have a defendant waive claims of ineffective assistance of counsel. . . .

CONCLUSION. In negotiating a plea agreement, it is improper for a defense attorney to request, counsel, advise, or recommend that his criminal defendant client release or waive the client's right to assert a claim that the defense attorney's representation has been ineffective or departed from the applicable standard of care, or that the prosecutor committed prosecutorial misconduct. In the same setting, it is improper for a prosecutor to request or demand that a criminal defendant waive, release or forego the right to claim that the defense attorney's representation has been ineffective or departed from the standard of care or to waive, release or forego the right to claim misconduct on the part of the prosecutor. The Committee finds that such a practice violates Rules 1.7(a), 1.8(h)(1), 3.8(a) and 3.8(b), and 8.4(a), 8.4(d), KRPC.

J. Nick Hadgerow, Chairman
For the Committee
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